Yale Radiation Oncology services for Norwich, New London County and Eastern Connecticut are at the **L+M Cancer Center in Waterford**

Yale Radiation Oncology has been providing comprehensive, leading-edge cancer treatment services to the greater Norwich community for over 52 years and in some cases spanning three generations of families in our region. Our commitment to fighting cancer and taking care of cancer patients is as strong as ever, which is why we would like to let you know about our newest Yale Radiation Oncology office location.

Please join us at the new state-of-the-art facilities at the **Lawrence + Memorial Cancer Center** in nearby Waterford.

It is easily accessible right off I-95 at exit 81 with plenty of easy surface parking and we have the newest equipment in the region.

Yale Radiation Oncology physicians will provide the highest level of care for you or your loved ones at the L+M or at one of our other radiation therapy facilities, including the Shoreline Medical Center in Guilford and the Smilow Cancer Hospital at Yale-New Haven.

We understand that a cancer diagnosis affects every aspect of life. This is why our dedicated physicians and support staff from Yale will continue our long-standing commitment to cancer treatment.
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**Lawrence + Memorial Cancer Center**
230 Waterford Parkway South, Waterford, CT 06385
(860) 271-4922 • email: yaleradonc@yale.edu
www.lmhospital.org/services/radiation_oncology_cc.aspx

**Yale-New Haven Hospital**
Smilow Cancer Hospital
35 Park Street, New Haven, CT 06520
Tel: 203-200-2100 • www.radonc.yale.edu
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To contact Yale Radiation Oncology, please email us at yaleradonc@yale.edu or call our main patient lines at **(203) 200-2100** for Yale-New Haven or **(860) 271-4922** for Waterford.